Create Application Ambassador

Title *

Related Call *

Call for Ambassadors

Q1A: summary of your previous and current activities as an influencer of a domain/discipline specific community *

A summary of your previous and current activities as an influencer or representative of a domain/discipline specific community with particular attention to data-focused activities/achievements in the Open Science context.

Q2: A statement about how your expertise and work is aligned with the mission and goals of RDA *

A statement about how your expertise and work with data and the data community in your discipline is aligned with the mission and goals of RDA.

Q3: A summary of your previous and current activities demonstrating involvement and contributions to RDA related activities *

A summary of your previous and current activities demonstrating involvement and contributions to RDA related activities, Working/interest groups, development and/or promotion and/or adoption of RDA Recommendations and Outputs.

Q4: A statement detailing wider engagement *

A statement detailing wider engagement with other initiatives and/or national activities and the RDA Europe national nodes, if applicable and belonging to the European Data infrastructures landscape, including initiatives such as the European Open Science Cloud, the FAIR movement, and/or initiatives on defining and implementing the Open Science agenda at national and European levels.

Q5: A workplan of activities to be performed as part of the Ambassador role *

A workplan of activities to be performed as part of the Ambassador role detailing how this will impact not only the community directly but will also make a significant contribution to the context of RDA. As part of your workplan, please list at least 3 types of macro activities and measure 70% for impact assessments:

• Outreach: presentations, lectures, papers for disciplinary audiences provided as RDA EU Ambassador etc.
• Communication & dissemination contributions to the RDA for discipline workshops, articles, blogs etc.
• Engagement: facilitating the creation of RDA discipline specific groups for our community, engaging new RDA members in the existing RDA groups, contributions to group outputs etc.
• Adoption: identifying and supporting adoption cases in your community, generating adoption stories etc.
• Invited presentation to RDA webinar at events, webinars etc.

Q6: Upload Your Curriculum Vitae *

File must be less than 10 MB

Q7: Endorsements / Recommendations *

Please add two brief recommendations or endorsements, ideally one from an RDA community member and one from you domain/discipline community, together with their contact details.

If you prefer, you can list the contacts in the free text field and then upload their endorsements as distinct files.

Q7: Endorsements / Recommendations - upload
Please upload your endorsements or recommendations as distinct files. Their size must not exceed 10 MB.

Workflow *

Save